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About This Game

Riverbond is a fun and frantic couch co-op adventure game for 1 to 4 players set in a stunning voxel world. Embark on a heroic
journey to complete missions, battle adorable enemies, and smash everything into tiny cubes! Will you and your friends be the

legendary heroes of Riverbond?

Weapons! Combat! Bosses!

Find a ton of melee and ranged weapons in hidden chests and swap them out to suit your play style to defeat enemies and bosses.

Objectives!

Each map will challenge you with an objective. Complete this, and you're on your way to becoming the champ!

Play alone or with Friends

Riverbond is fully playable in single-player or with up to 4 players in a drop-in/out couch co-op.
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Destructible Cubic World

Did we mention that you can slash, smash and generally wreak havoc to the charming voxel environments? Go nuts if you want
to and experience the awesomeness of real-time physics.

Who knows what you will find when you explore the depths of Riverbond - there’s only one way to find out. Cue epic adventure
music!

Wishlist and follow:

Discord | Twitter | Facebook | Instagram | YouTube
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Title: Riverbond
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Cococucumber
Publisher:
Cococucumber
Release Date: To Be Announced
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New Gameplay Trailer + Guest Skins Announcement:

Check out the new Gameplay Trailer for Riverbond above, a voxel shoot-and-slash featuring playable skins from beloved indie
games:

Bullet Kin - Enter the Gungeon
Demelza - Knights and Bikes
Juan Aguacate - Guacamelee!
Lover Mu - Lovers in a Dangerous Spacetime
Raz Aquato - Psychonauts
Robot 05 - Planet of the Eyes
Shovel Knight - Shovel Knight
The Kid - Bastion

Also, Riverbond will be out this Summer!

Follow us on Twitter or join the conversation on Discord:
http://twitter.com/cococucumberco
http://discord.gg/riverbond
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